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ABSTRACT 

Design for manufacturing and manufacturing capability creation 

Tommy Wahlström 

University of Oulu, Industrial Engineering and Management 

Master’s thesis 2022, 63 pp. + 1 appendixes 

Supervisor(s) at the university: Professor Harri Haapasalo 

 

Design for manufacturing is important factor in product development when considering 

time and cost saving solutions. Through that also manufacturing requirement are taken 

into consideration in early stages of NPD process. Manufacturing capability creation 

process is to prepare manufacturing to be able to manufacture new products. The aim of 

this thesis is to combinate these and create an improved product development process and 

product development internal ramp-up process in case company. 

Approach to this research is to use literature review part and compare it to case company 

current state analysis. Current state analysis is made through qualitative interview process 

in case company, by using public and company documentation and participatory 

observations. Literature review and empirical part are compared. Result is a proposal of 

a new product development model which uses the combination of design for 

manufacturing and manufacturing capability creation tools. 

 

 

Keywords: New product development, Design for manufacturing, manufacturing 

capability creation. 
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1 INDTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Research and development (R&D) department is an important part of a company’s 

business strategy. With R&D department a company can bring new products to the market 

and stay competitive. Companies with R&D department also have new product 

development (NPD) model. NPD model should be molded for the company’s specific 

form and needs. Many companies fail to have an efficient NPD model. Issues many 

companies faces is with the ramp-up phase when production with new product is about 

to start. Production is not ready for the new product, processes are not ready. Companies 

that have used design for manufacturing (DFM) are better prepared because DFM 

concentrates on manufacturing and manufacturability of the new product. When DFM is 

used, then companies also have considered internal stakeholders need and requirements. 

The DFM provides and the results of the DFM provides value to the NPD process itself 

(Das & Kanchanapiboon, 2011). 

Case company’s R&D departments does a great job in innovating new products. The 

processes inside the R&D works well and new products gets designed, and tests performs 

on prototypes versions. However, there has been identified earlier already a systematic 

gap between R&D department and company’s manufacturing.  In the past in 2000 decade 

the R&D projects went well. Employees were trained and manufacturing were able to 

make plans in early stages of NPD already, also supporting documents were made. In 

2010 decade, the gap has been present and the processes has not been working anymore. 

Factory’s organizational structure has not been supporting R&D departments work 

anymore in 2010s. The R&D department works on its own with new products and not 

much of communication with manufacturing during the design stage which should be 

important, this because of the lack of processes.  Without communication the 

manufacturing requirement are not considered in the design. Prototype testing is finished 

but drawings and documentation are not finalized when new customer order starts in 

engineering and after that in manufacturing. Also, prototype is manufactured in a way 

that is not suitable for manufacturing when manufacturing for example 50 units per year. 

One piece of unit can always be manufactured and assembled in a way or other. When 

customer deliveries start company is not here where it should be internally with new 

product launches. New products should be ready, and all documentation should be ready 
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so that it can be used in engineering and manufacturing. Now new products customer 

deliveries have long lead time and re-engineering is required in new products so that it 

can be manufactured better and faster. Many customer projects with new products also 

have issues in Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) because it will not pass the test on the first 

time and will require modifications. The modifications are expensive to do in FAT when 

the unit is already assembled. Many times, the project is also delayed because of these 

issues.  

1.2 Aim and scope 

The scope of this thesis is to combine DFM and manufacturing capability creation in case 

company. Aim of this thesis is to improve case company manufacturing through the usage 

of the combination of DFM and manufacturing capability creation (MCC). From 

background work and discussion with case company following research questions are 

formed and are answered in this thesis. 

RQ1: What should be considered in good NPD model? 

A literature review of NPD processes and how it should be done on a theoretical level. 

RQ2: What is the product development state in case company? 

Analysis of the product developments current state in case company. The analysis is made 

through qualitative interview process and comparing the theory to the case company. 

RQ3: How to combine DFM and MCC? 

How to improve case company’s new products transition from product development to 

manufacturing using design for manufacturing a manufacturing capability creation tool 

and their combination. 

1.3 Research process 

This Master Thesis consist of literature review part, case company’s current state analysis 

together with suggestions, summary, and conclusion. The analysis consists of observation 

and qualitative interview process. Qualitative interview process is performed by 
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interviewing 15 employees inside company from different departments and various roles. 

Same questions are asked to everyone. The interview process is kept anonymous so that 

employees can speak out honestly. The results are then compared to theory which is 

presented in chapter 2 literature review. From comparison with theory, improvement 

steps are presented in chapter 4 and opened more in chapter 5. The Master’s thesis process 

started with discussion and identifying background facts with the company about the 

current situation. The literature review process starts after that. Literature review process 

aim is to get to know deeper the theory and find the literature and earlier studies that have 

been made in corresponding areas. After literature review process the theory background 

is strong and the case company current state analysis can begin. Observations and 

qualitative interview process gives a good picture of the current situation across the 

company. Comparing the theory in literature review chapter with current state interview 

and observations, the main key improvement ideas are found. The main key improvement 

ideas are presented in this thesis.  The summary part sums up the current situation and the 

improvement ideas and presents finally answers to research questions which are presented 

in chapter 1.2.  Figure 1 below shows the thesis work main processes. 

 

Figure 1.  Main steps of the research process 
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The qualitative interview process consists of 25 questions. 15 employees have been asked 

for the interview. All 15 agreed for the interview. These 15 employees comes from 

different departments and various roles. This ensures the wide perspective what the status 

is and how it is reflecting company’s different departments. The list of questions is found 

in Appendix 1. From all interviews the data is gathered in one Excel sheet. From the excel 

sheet all responses are evaluated and compared. From evaluation and comparison main 

key points are taken into this thesis. No names and no direct answers are published in this 

thesis. From the interview process the first three questions are excluded from the data 

analyze process. The total answers of data are 330 to be analyzed and compared. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Reserach and development 

Research and development, later R&D is a part of organization which makes research of 

new technologies or develops new products. Today many still looks R&D as a single 

well-defined thing instead of multi-facetted activity (Forbes & Wield, 2004). The history 

of R&D goes back to 19th century. German companies started to institutionalize in-house 

R&D in mainly chemical industry, later also in USA both chemical and electrical 

industry. After World War Two in-house R&D increased rapidly. Increase was 

worldwide, companies with R&D increased rapidly (Forbes & Wield, 2004). It was 

typical that R&D started in state-sponsored laboratories. Few examples, Brazil and India 

started their national R&D in the 30s. India started the Council of Scientific in 1943 and 

South Africa did the same approximately in same time. In the 60s and 70 Taiwan and 

South Korea started their own government labs for R&D. On the private sector bigger 

companies started their R&D laboratories in the late 60s. and the beginning of 70s. In the 

year 2000 the R&D spending in newly industrializing countries was over 2 billion US 

dollars (Forbes & Wield, 2004). 

R&D as a term is often understood as developing new products. R&D is much more. 

R&D is also about research for new knowledge and technologies. R&D is also about 

making tiny upgrades to existing products in company’s product portfolio. Generally, 

one-third is research based and two thirds are purely development. In 2000 the national 

R&D in USA was 61% of D development. In some countries for example Brazil, India, 

and Mexico the total spending to pure R research was from 51 % upwards. This implicates 

the statement that R&D is not just developing products (Forbes & Wield, 2004). Why 

does company need R&D? Company needs R&D department to update own products and 

release new products. It is not just about the products. Companies need to know the 

market needs and what customer wants. The market needs and requirement in one of the 

key elements in R&D. Product development needs to develop products that are needed 

on the market and something other companies do not have yet. You want to be first on 

the market. Not too early on the market with new products. If too early, there is no demand 

and need on the market. Product development must know the market and customer needs 

at the beginning of a new product development. If company develops a product with no 

market need and demand on the market the project has failed already. It has been proven 
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through studies that companies with big investment on R&D are more innovative and 

more successful than others (Forbes & Wield, 2004). 

2.2 New product development 

What is new product development? New product development or NPD is a process where 

new ideas of product go from ideas stage to the product design and later to introduction 

to the market. Marketing study and marketing analyzes belong to NPD process (Verrollot 

et al., 2017). Information of the market needs, what the customer wants and what kind of 

features are needed and required, what costs are customer ready to pay and what are the 

less needed features that can be sacrificed to save costs. Also, the current situation on the 

market, the competitors and possibility of already existing similar products are vital 

information for new product development. Any company’s product development strategy 

that is not based on the needs of the market is failed. The NPD starts not just with a single 

idea but with several considerable ideas. These ideas are analyzed and developed to a 

possible new product development project. At his point, the situation on the market of 

possible competitors and other products should be known, also market needs should be 

known at this point. Figure 2 shows the basic progression of actions in new business 

activity 

 

Figure 2.  The basic progression of actions in NPD-projects (retell Mital et al., 2008) 

 

Companies need to have some form of an NPD-process if company wants to be 

competitive and profitable on the market. The technology development and globalization 

has led to and competitive market where the company’s innovativeness pays a major role. 
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This means new product development comes more and more important in companies. The 

positive effect on this that also the developing tools are developed for example DFX tools. 

The known new product development, later NPD-process stage-gate model, that was 

introduced by Ulrich and Eppinger in 1980 is highly appreciated today among companies 

(Grönlund et al., 2010).  According to studies today over 60% of companies having NPD 

process are using some version of the stage-gate model. The idea in stage gate model is 

to split the development work in to separate stages, between stages are gates. In stages 

the actual work is performed and in gates the work is evaluated, and decisions made 

whether the work is accepted, and can the project proceed to next stage or does something 

need to be reworked. Often the first stages concentrate on ideas and opportunity 

discovering and the later stages more on the actual work; developing and testing. The gate 

phases where decisions are made, are often involving management or senior management. 

The gate has three elements. Elements are deliverables, criteria, and output. Deliverables 

is the output from the workgroup from the stage phase. This output is evaluated against 

criteria. Does the deliverable meet the criteria or not. It is notable that the criteria’s must 

be known in advance, otherwise no possibility to meet the criteria.  The result of these 

evaluations is the output from the gate to the next stage (Smolnik & Bergmann, 2020). 

Many companies around the world implemented an own version of the stage-gate model 

to their company to give better performance of their product development (Smolnik & 

Bergmann, 2020). New product development process that is appropriately managed and 

implemented is imperative for companies. Many companies succeed with the 

implementation of NPD but also many companies lack the knowledge how to design and 

implement NPD-process successfully (Smolnik & Bergmann, 2020).  The product 

development is done according to the NPD-process. It is common by companies that 

NPD-process are not well implemented into company and therefore the innovativeness is 

not effective in current R&D in organization. NPD needs to be clear, and management 

need to commit to the process. Studies shows that NPD and innovativeness are hand in 

hand with managerial and organizational issues (Engelen & Brettel, 2012). Crucial is also 

considering company’s supply chain in NPD-process. This is valuable later in launch 

phases of the new product (Tolonen et al., 2017a). 
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Figure 3.  Typical Stage-Gate model (retell Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016). 

2.3 Design for X 

Design for excellence (DFX) is a technology and a tool which is used in product 

development. Where the X is a general name for the tool and instead for X there is part 

of organization, e.g., assembly, manufacturing, or engineering. DFX itself has been 

developed a lot. 15 years ago, there were only few DFX tools and those where mainly 

focused on assembly (Huang & Mak, 1998). Today there exists over hundred DFX tools 

to cover different areas of issues around product development. The DFX toolset have 

gone through rapid development in 15 years. This shows how companies invest in product 

development. Not only product development but seeks better ways to be innovative and 

doing right decisions according to the own company such as product design ramps to 

manufacturing and assembly. DFX takes the requirement into account from the area X. 

DFM takes the manufacturing requirements into account. Design for engineering (DFE) 

takes the engineering requirements into account.  

Also, a lot of research is done how to generalize the DFX. How to get a generic and basic 

DFX pattern. With a generic DFX pattern companies could identify the need of DFX tools 

and in what extent. It is commonly known that this possible pattern would help in most 

of the problems the DFX developers are facing and speed up the selection on what DFX 

tool to use from the wide range of different DFX tools (Huang & Mak, 1998). The main 

challenge with generalizing the DFX is because the DFX should be company specific. 

Every company needs to form and tailor their own DFX model to get mor efficient 

process. 
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2.4 Design for manufacturing 

DFM is a part of DFX toolset. The history of DFM goes back to 1980s when the DFM 

was introduced. DFM was created from design for assembly (DFA) which was introduced 

in 1970s (Mustonen et al., 2009). DFM focus on manufacturing processes, guides, and 

tools while DFA focuses on the parts assemblies and sub-assemblies. It is wise to use 

DFM and DFA together to get the product development more efficient and because DFM 

and DFA might have negative impact on each other if they are handled separately.  DFM 

has been an important part of product development in companies for over three decades 

(Battaïa et al., 2018).  DFM concentrates on the design for the manufacturing processes 

and the cost estimation of the parts. A product which has been applied DFM on has been 

developed in a way where the requirements and the inputs form the manufacturing have 

been considered. The product is manufactured more easily and economically (Poli, 2001). 

The DFM develops the connection between product design and the factory’s 

manufacturing. DFM together with DFA makes the whole product easier to manufacture 

at lower cost (Verrollot et al., 2017). In DFM are also human behaviors included so it not 

just about the manufacturing and how to manufacture the product. Through human 

behavior also work environment and worker safety also quality of work is included (Poli, 

2001). 

According to Ulrich & Eppinger (2016) the DFM should be carried through workshops 

in company. First decision should be made what belongs to DFM if there are many 

manufacturing stations or departments. Secondly through workshops should be decided 

the requirements that are needed in the manufacturing process that affect the product 

design itself. After that product development can together with manufacturing work out 

manufacturing and assembly methods. Why should DFM been taken int account in 

product development? Because product development needs to know what manufacturing 

are capable to manufacture and most economically. Without DFM taken in account new 

product might face many changes in later stage when manufacturing starting to 

manufacture the new product. Changes at a later stage are more expensive and often time 

consuming. With DFM taken into count at early stage of product development these 

changes can be done already in product development and even the design is easier to 

change to fit better in manufacturing. In figure 4 the cost impact on changes can be seen. 

Lower cost in the early stages in product development and high cost in the later stages. 
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Figure 4.  Graph of cost of change vs impact of change (retell Ulrich & Eppinger, 

2016). 

 

The figure 4 shows where the cost on design changes is lowest. Not only the cost is lowest, 

but it is also easiest to make changes to the design in early stages, this is main reason why 

the DFM should be taken into consideration in product development at early stages. DFM 

consist a lot of information. Typically, product specifications, drawings, and design 

alternatives. DFM also includes a detailed understanding of production and its processes. 

From economical point of view DFM also includes estimates manufacturing costs and 

estimate of product volumes and ramp-up timings. Because of the large scale of 

information, it is common that companies use wide range of employees from different 

expert areas in DFM integration. Usually working in team-based workshops (Ulrich & 

Eppinger, 2016). 

In early stage of product development when product specifications and functions are 

determined DFM begins. Why here? Because cost is usually a criterion when choosing 

the concept. When all the product specifications are done the DFM teams goes through 

everything and starts possible trades between desired performance characteristics of the 

product. For example, changing one part may increase the manufacturing costs. At this 
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point many costs are still only estimates, more accurate cots are available in the detail 

design phase of the product. 

A typical DFM model which can be used consists of five steps and addition iteration. The 

following steps are (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016): 

1. Estimate the manufacturing costs. 

2. Reduce the cost of components. 

3. Reduce the cost of an assembly. 

4. Reduce the cost of supporting production. 

5. Consider the impact of DFM decisions on other factors. 

Why to begin with manufacturing costs?  According to Ulrich & Eppinger (2016) the 

total estimate of manufacturing costs helps the team to determine which part of the design 

is the most expensive and concentrate on that.  
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Figure 5.  DFM-process diagram (retell Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016). 

 

The first step to estimate the manufacturing cost is simply to add all the components, 

assemblies, and raw materials together. Manufacturing costs also includes labor costs. 

Manufacturing uses energy also which should be considered and possible purchased 

components. Figure 6 below shows a simple input/output model what manufacturing 

costs consists of. In the figure everything going in to manufacturing system is a cost. The 

output of the system is either the finished goods or waste. 
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Figure 6.  Input/Output diagram of manufacturing costs (retell Ulrich & Eppinger, 

2016). 

 

To calculate the total all the inputs are added together, and the unit is generally shown in 

unit manufacturing cost.  

The second step in DMF model after estimated manufacturing cost is reducing the 

component cost.  Reducing cost of a component is about understanding the driver and 

cost constraints. Design engineers need to know and understand the production capability 

and requirements and what the market requirements are. Too high tolerances need 

expensive tooling when lower tolerances would also be acceptable. Key element is also 

to keep parts simple. Simple design needs less processing steps in the production and the 

costs are lower. Company needs also to choose the economic scale of a component. To 

produce more of a component is cheaper than to produce just one. To manufacture a part, 

it may need a special tool. Special tools can be expensive. To produce more parts then 

will the cost per part be lower than just make one part. It could be wise for companies to 

produce more parts than needed. Then companies have a small stock and can be prepared 

if there are some supply chain issues sometimes (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016). 

Standardization of components and processes is a cost saving utility. To produce 

components in the same way is cheaper than producing new variations. Quality increases 

often with increased number of produced components because of the learning curve and 

the improvement to components over time. 
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Third step according to Ulrich & Eppinger (2016) is to reduce the assembly cost. This is 

part of DFA and DFM. However, DFA and DFM needs to be considered together to get 

more efficient solution. If only DFM is considered it could have negative effect on DFA 

and vice versa. When assembly cost minimized company wants to measure it is it good 

and efficient. It is measured as an index. The index is the ratio of theoretical minimum 

assembly time to estimate of actual assembly time of one product, this is called the 

assembly efficient index (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016). 

 𝐷𝐹𝐴 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
(𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠)∗(𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠)

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
 

 

The theoretical number of parts in an assembly can be determined with three specific 

questions. Following questions should be asked. If one or more questions are satisfied, 

then parts are considered as separate 

1. Does the part need to move in relative to rest of the assembly? Small motions 

accomplished through compliance is not countable. 

2. Does the part have to be made of separate material than the rest of the assembly 

for fundamental physical reasons? 

3. Does the part need to be separated from the assembly for repair, replacement, or 

service? 

The time constant n is the time how long it theoretically takes to fit a part in an assembly. 

Fourth step is to reduce the cost of supporting productions. This is the supporting 

functions around the product. Smaller number of parts in design, leads to smaller need of 

an inventory. Reduced assemblies might also lead to reduced need for workers. This will 

lead to reduced need of managing and human resource. Through standardizing 

components also, a reduced need for quality management and engineering. The main goal 

is to reduce the actual production cost even if there is no change in overhead cost 

estimates. To keep the product and the assemblies simple, that is the key to success. 

The fifth step is the consideration of impact of DFM decisions to other factors. The DFM 

is not only about the cost. It is also about the time and the relation between cost and time. 

Time can be more value than a small cost adder. Therefore, the various DFM decisions 
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needs to be evaluated time impact and cost impact manner.  The following aspects needs 

to be considered in development projects: Impact on development time, development 

cost, product quality and external factors. 

In the end DFM is widely used today in companies. DFM in product development 

represent the new way of developing products and not the old throwing over the wall 

(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016). 

2.5 Delivery capability creation 

Delivery capability creation (DCC) is about transferring the new product from product 

development to company’s other functions like sales, sourcing and manufacturing and 

services.  The DCC-process should be integrated and a part of NPD- process. After new 

product design is ready in product development the next phase should be the delivery 

capability creation. The process that transfers the new product in all its content to other 

business processes in the company. To succeed in DCC- process company needs to have 

a clear organizational structure and clear roles. All critical functions should be integrated 

into NPD-process such as manufacturing, purchasing and logistics. Stakeholders can give 

valuable feedback during product development or supply chain design (Tolonen et al., 

2017b). NPD-process must assist in ramp-up of necessary processes and activities that 

support commercialization of the new product from the product development.  

2.6 Manufacturing capability creation 

The early integration of manufacturing capability creation in NPD-process can be an 

advantage for the company. Likely the ramp-up phase to be shorter and lead-time for new 

product to be shorter and on time. During ramp-up phase it is important that all key 

stakeholders need to work together for the best succession in first time unit launch. Ramp 

up phase can be divided into two phases from manufacturing point of view. First phase is 

the pre-production where the product is first time manufactured in industrial surrounding. 

All process maturities are measured and checked to be ready for the next phase, the 

volume production. Other companies without mass production have another approach. 

The ramp-up phase in these companies is done as separate projects when product is sold. 

In these companies it is more important with efficient initiation of the processes (Tolonen 

et al., 2017b). 
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A close collaboration between manufacturing and product development is important to 

the success of NPD projects. Figure 7. shows the dependency between manufacturing and 

NPD project 

 

Figure 7.   The connection between product development and manufacturing (retell 

Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016). 

 

Research studies shows that manufacturability is best achieved through communication 

between product development and manufacturing. The manufacturing requirement is best 

known among persons that works in manufacturing for example workers or supervisors. 

They are the best people to give feedback to NPD-process with the manufacturing point 

of view. Surprisingly, a limited number of studies and research have been made around 

the connection between product development and manufacturing. However, the need and 

the importance are identified in many more studies (Dekkers et al., 2013).  

MCC-process should be a sub-process to the company’s NPD-process. Manufacturing 

gives the requirements and guidelines to the product development. MCC-process not only 

gives the requirements and guidelines for NPD, MCC also sets up milestone criterions 

and activities for the new NPD ramp-up. The Figure 8 shows that MCC has the focus on 

product development at the early stages of NPD. Later, MCC concentrates on the 

activities and milestones criteria, in other words the manufacturing capability creation 

itself (Tolonen et al., 2017b). 
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Figure 8.  MCC-process focus areas on function of time in NPD process. (retell 

Tolonen et al., 2017b) 

 

According to Tolonen et al. (2017b) capability creation process should be aligned and in 

synchronization with the NPD process. To be able to align sub processes to NPD process, 

the NPD process itself must be working. The key stages and gates are essential in the 

process. The capability creation process itself has a generic requirement. That is the 

support of the NPD team and the whole organization. Figure 9 shows how Annunen et al. 

(2021) made capability creation process with sales process. 
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Figure 9.  Sales capability creation process communicates with NPD and sales process 

(retell Annunen et al., 2021) 

 

The capability creation process itself should contain same principles as the NPD process 

with stages and gates. With the company’s management commitment and well-formed 

NPD team and processes, the capability creation can be added along the NPD process as 

a sub process. The target department starts the interaction with the product development 

through the capability creation process in early stages of the NPD. The interaction through 

capability creation continues until the launch phase. Figure 10 shows the process with the 

sales department interaction through sales capability creation process from the early 

beginning until the product is launched. 
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Figure 10.  Capability creation process with target department interaction through 

capability creation process (retell Annunen et al., 2021) 

 

The capability creation process follows the same stage and gate model as the NPD 

process, but it is not part of it. Aligned with NPD process the sales capability creation 

process gives input to the actual sales process. Input is the knowledge from product 

development. The sales process gives input to NPD process in form of requirements and 

needs (Tolonen et al., 2017b). 

2.7 Literature synthesis 

Plenty of literature were found from product development and new product development 

process. Different sources tell the same generic models of NPD- process and what product 

development is. However main issues are also identified in different literature sources. In 

literature synthesis the main key points are written and the main challenges. 

From literature review we can identify few issues and challenges companies are facing 

today. Product development has changed from the old days. Product development today 

is much more than just upgrading existing products or coming to market with new 

technologies. It is also about understanding the stakeholders and the market needs. The 

correct timing of new products and upgrade is also important. One challenge among 
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companies is to have a proper and good NPD-process and that everyone knows about the 

process and the tasks involved. Most common NPD-process is stage-gate model from 

Ulrich & Eppinger (2016) or some modification from it. The key is to make NPD-process 

that suits the company.  Literature review also tells that knowing your stakeholders 

and the needs of the stakeholders is critical for a successful product development. 

One major stakeholder is the company’s manufacturing, and it needs. In literature 

review was identified that manufacturing and manufacturing requirement should 

be involved and considered at early stages of the NPD-process. Because the change in 

the design is easier and cheaper at the early stages of the product development rather than 

in the end. According to studies also internal product ramp-up and productization is faster 

when manufacturing is involved in early stages. 

According to literature review there are several tools how to consider different 

stakeholder’s requirement in the design. With DF(x) tools these requirements can be 

evaluated. When manufacturing requirement are considered the design for manufacturing 

should be used according to literature review. With the help of DFM product 

development solutions are more money and time saving solutions. The solutions are 

also based on the ability of the manufacturing to manufacture. Literature review gave 

in detail how theoretically proceed with DFM in product development. Surprisingly, no 

case studies where available how these has been done in companies, but it has been 

identified that this needs more investigation.  

How to do product development? As Smolnik & Bergmann (2020) mentions companies 

need to have new product development process to follow. In NPD process there should 

be tasks and action described and who is responsible for what.  This process should 

be followed in company’s product development.  

According to studies NPD-process is not only creating new products. According to 

Engelen & Brettel (2012) studies in NPD process includes also functions from different 

support functions. NPD- process critical phase is the internal ramp-up and the 

knowledge transfer from product development. 

According to Ulrich & Eppinger (2016) by using DFM in product development 

company’s get money saving and time saving solutions. With combining DFM and DFA 

the parts and assemblies are reducing and simplified. According to studies to include 
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DFM in early stages of NPD company get more faster ramp-up because the 

manufacturing requirement has also been considered. 

Companies need NPD process to be able to do product development. Tasks and processes 

need to be identified and to be done by whom needs to be recognized. According to Ulrich 

& Eppinger (2016) DFM needs to be considered in product development in early stages 

to avoid expensive redesign in the end. 

Manufacturing capability creation issues are identified in many studies. How to consider 

the manufacturing requirements in product development and how to transfer the new 

product and the knowledge from product development to company’s other functions. 

How to do this is company specific and no studies were available at the time of the 

writing.  

The aim of this thesis is to create a model for case company that combines NPD, DFM 

and manufacturing capability creation together. 
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3 CURRENT STATE ANALYSIS 

3.1 Research methods 

The current state of the company is carried out through studying available public 

information. As a second source of information company’s own internal documentation 

is also used in the current state analysis. From company’s internal documentation NPD-

process documents are used and company’s standard operating procedures (SOP). From 

STERIS Corporation internal NPD process documentation is used and annual report. As 

a third source of information participatory observation is used. Participatory observation 

is based on authors own observation and experience in the company. In the participatory 

observation qualitative interview process is included. The interview is conducted 

anonymously and 15 are interviewed. The interviewers represent various roles in different 

departments. 25 same questions are asked to everyone. All answers are put into a data 

table and answers are compared with each other. General answers are presented in this 

thesis based on the data table. The interview questions can be found in Appendix 1. The 

whole data table with generic answers is found in Appendix 2. In table 1 over the 

background information of the interview process with interviewees general experience in 

years in the company, roles, and departments in the company. The current status of 

company is compared to literature review and key improvements ideas are presented 

based on this in Chapter 4. Figure 11 shows the empirical research process. 

 

Figure 11.  Research design and process 
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Table 1. General background information from the interviewers 

 

 

 

Interview process was conducted through face-to-face interview or via Teams. Interviews 

were recorder with permission. People are interview from engineering, management, 

manufacturing, quality. 25 questions with 15 interviews gives 375 answers of data. 

Background information questions 1-3 are excluded from the answers, total data is 330 

answers. Responses are presented in majority answers, and no-one are identified from the 

answers. 

Interview

#

Interviee and

title

Working

 experience in 

years

1

Project 

Management

Director

20

2
Engineering

Director
4

3
Project

manager
20

4 Supervisor 21

5 Supervisor 24

6 Supervisor 40

7
Sterilization

Manager
35

8
Production

Manager
21

9
Quality

Manager
26

10 Supervisor 2,5

11
Process

Engineer
37

12
Mechanical

Engneer
15

13
Service

Director
20

14
Engineering

Manager
25

15
Process

Engineer
25
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3.2 Case company 

STERIS Finn-Aqua is in Tuusula in southern Finland. The company is building sterilizers 

and WFI equipment for biopharmaceutical companies around the world on customer 

order basis. There are also customers from researching universities and hospitals.  

STERIS Finn-Aqua belongs to STERIS Corporation. STERIS Corporation is a leading 

provider of infection prevention and other procedural products and services. STERIS 

Corporation has 18000 employees located in different factories around the world. 

STERIS Corporation is divided into three divisions. Steris Finn-Aqua has today 180 

employees. Roughly half of the employees work in manufacturing in different tasks such 

as welder, pipe fitter, electrician, or tester. Other half is white collars in different roles 

such as engineering, project management, quality, and service. Figure 12 shows the three 

divisions and in what division STERIS Finn-Aqua is operating 

 

 

Figure 12.  STERIS Corporation different divisions and their share of total revenue in 

percentage (retell STERIS Corporation FY22 annual report) 

3.2.1 STERIS Corporation NPD-process 

In 2004 STERIS Corporation developed an NPD-process to follow in various R&D 

projects. STERIS NPD-process is based on the stage-gate model but adopted to match 

STERIS processes. The NPD model is generic, and it is used in different STERIS 

manufacturing locations. The main stages in this NPD process are feasibility, 
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development, commercialization, and post launch. These main stages are described what 

to do in each stage and what the requirements and goals for each stage are. They are also 

description what event should be held in what stages and who should attend and who are 

recommended to attend. For example, during the whole NPD process there should be 

several design review meetings with the core team. These design review meetings are 

shown in the NPD chart with all other events and gives a good glimpse over the whole 

process. Figure 13 below shows the overview of the NPD model with the events included. 

 

Figure 13.  STERIS Corporation NPD overview (retell SCS-500) 

 

 In the beginning of the process a core team is created. The core team consists of members 

with various roles inside the company. The core team has the decision-making role in 

different gates whether to go forward or not. Core team is also a functional leadership to 

the cross-functional team. In Figure 14 are all the roles that should participate in the NPD 

process. 
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Figure 14.  Roles inside Core Team (retell STERIS NPD-process SCS-500) 

 

The NPD process also have detail written what each core members roles, tasks and 

responsibilities are. The whole core teams common responsibilities are also listed. 

The STERIS NPD corporate model overall is in detail described from forming core team 

and its roles, members and responsibilities to stage descriptions and gate reviews purposes 

and why they are held.  Although this is a generic model so that it can easier be fitted in 

STERIS different manufacturing plants, there are many good points and details that 

should be considered locally also. 

3.2.2 STERIS Finn-Aqua NPD-process 

STERIS Finn-Aqua has developed a localized version of STERIS SCS-500 NPD process 

in 2016. Finn-Aqua model is divided into six stages. Stages are Exploratory, Feasibility, 

development, pre-launch, launch and post- launch. Product management/marketing 
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defines project requirements document (PRD) and owns the document. All functions 

participate in Exploratory phase. The Feasibility phase concentrates on preparations for 

the upcoming development projects. Here is also the NPD project decision made by the 

steering committee. R&D department tasks is to have the PRD review and to conduct 

feasibility phase and at the end present the results. Company’s engineering department 

has also a task in the feasibility stage. Engineering tasks is to support R&D functions. All 

task listed belongs to Feasibility stage.  

The development phase includes more tasks and more teams to be part of the NDP project. 

R&D department conducts here according to the NPD process development of the new 

product and prototype tests. To the development phase belongs also the risk assessment 

of the new product. Here belongs also the presenting of the test results. Finance 

department have a task called product costing review. Engineering has a task called 

conduct development phase, PRD review and risk assessment. R&D department is 

conducting development but can have assistant from engineering. Product 

management/marketing leads the NPD projects and evaluates stages and gates. According 

to NPD manufacturing should build a prototype for the R&D department and make a 

manufacturing plan and a PRD review. Supply chain also have task here. Their tasks are 

to review the PRD and to search after suppliers and make a purchase plan. Quality 

department have the risk assessment and PRD review. All task for different teams here 

belongs to the development phase. All tasks only on topic level written. 

After development phase follows pre-launch phase. In pre-launch phase R&D department 

has following tasks; Documentation package, documentation deliverables and product 

transfer to engineering. Here finance team makes the product structure and products 

costing to systems. Sales team makes sales & promotion plans review. Engineering team 

has document deliverables tasks and product transfer to engineering tasks. Manufacturing 

teams has plan implementation task document deliverables. Supply chain, quality also 

have documentation deliverables tasks mentioned. Deliverables list is made in company 

which includes all documentation that should be delivered. Deliverables list is not shared 

inside the company. 

The last stage of the NPD model is the post-launch stage. In the post-launch stage, the 

R&D department does not have any task according to the NPD process. Finance team 

have a task called financial analysis and post-launch review. Engineering team have a 
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task called product implementation. What is required for the engineering to do in this 

task? The topic product implementation is wide. What are the sub tasks and how is this 

task measured? Manufacturing team have manufacturing review and post-launch review. 

Quality has quality review and post-launch review. 

When reading the NPD model, more questions arise. All the tasks for every team in every 

stage is only written at topic level only. When tasks are presented at topic level only, 

employees can interpret the topics in many ways. For example, the tasks documentation 

deliverables that was occurring in many teams in pre-launch stage, what does it mean 

actually? Some document delivered but where and for who? Below is a part of the 

STERIS Finn-Aqua NPD model to get a glimpse of the how it looks like. 

 

Figure 15.  STERIS Finn-Aqua NPD model (retell Tuusula NPD chart 2016) 

 

This NPD- process have also current product support-process (CPS). CPS-process is for 

smaller updates in existing products. CPS-process have two stages and therefore easier to 

perform when smaller updates are needed in existing products. CPS process have two 

stages. Stages are named development and launch. R&D department tasks in development 

phase is the PRD review, manage and conduct the development phase and risk assessment 

together with quality department. Engineering tasks is to conduct development phase like 

R&D team. Manufacturing tasks is to make manufacturing plan and implement it. 

Departments different tasks in launch phase is the same as in NPD modes launch phase. 

The CPS process also have tasks written in topic level only. 
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The STERIS Finn-Aqua NPD-model identifies different stages, tasks, and team 

responsible areas. However, capability creation processes and how to transfer the product 

to manufacturing and other functions are missing. The gate review process is not 

described at all in the document. What are the gates? All the stages in the process are 

written on a topic level only. There should be more in detail written what includes in the 

stages and under the certain topics. In the corporate model the stages are very well written. 

This NPD-model is on Excel document without any formal formatting or signatures. The 

document is not stored on any public STERIS network drives for read. NPD-process 

should be known by employees, and it should be on a formal layout with signatures and 

stored on a place where employees have access to it at any time. 

Company has a SOP E-4005-7 Quality Plan for New Product Development dated to year 

2013 regarding quality of NPD projects. The aim of the SOP is how the quality aspect is 

fulfilled in R&D projects. This SOP is also describing in detail how to perform NPD 

project at STERIS Finn-Aqua. SOP is dated 2013 and corporation’s SCS-500 document 

is dated 2015 so SOP is based on earlier NPD version of the corporation and there are 

processes thar are not identified in corporation level NPD. SOP defines three classes of 

project development procedures: NPD, NPD Lite and CPS. NPD and CPS project are 

identified in company’s NPD process. NPD Lite type is not identified in company’s 

process neither in corporation level NPD model. SOP: s reference is NPD model from 

2004. The NPD 2004-year model is not available during writing of this thesis. SOP guides 

employees and helps them to work with routines tasks. The SOP is well written and 

detailed written about every stage in NPD project and what gate reviews are necessary 

before project can go forward to next stage. Main activities are written in the SOP of 

every stage. Notable is that main activities are not the same as in the NPD-process 

description. For example, engineering team has a task in NPD process development phase 

but according to SOP no task listed for engineering. Also marketing team has task in 

development phase of the NPD according to the SOP but not according to company’s 

NPD model. Product management/marketing leads the whole NPD projects through all 

stages and gates. STERIS Finn-Aqua is parts of STERIS Corporation so STERIS Finn-

Aqua cannot develop own NPD process. Corporate NPD process to be used but it can be 

localized to fit better STERIS Finn-Aquas needs. 
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3.3 Manufacturing 

Manufacturing has 80 employees. Every unit is manufactured and assembled in the 

factory. Manufacturing assembles 200-250 units every year. Every unit is customer 

specific. Customers buy units with different options. Orders can also include Special 

Sales Quote (SSQ). These SSQ: s are customers own modifications they wish to have, 

and they are ready to pay for those. 

Units are manufactured according to drawings. Drawings and documents are made by 

company’s engineering department.  Engineering makes the designs according to what 

customers has ordered. Every order is handled as a project. A project has always a project 

team. Project teams consist of project manager and an engineer from every engineering 

team such as process, mechanical, electrical and software engineering. This project team 

makes the design drawings and other documents. These documents are sent to customer 

for approval in a submittal package. Customer has three weeks to review the documents 

and then they should be returned with comments or just with a note that drawings are 

accepted, and work may proceed to next step. Many times, when customer reviews the 

documents there are questions and other wishes they want to include in the unit or the 

way the unit is manufactured. The customer wants for example add a light to lid up when 

autoclaves cycle is completed, or they want to have the welding’s to be done in a certain 

way. The project team reviews the comments from the customer and agrees to whether to 

make design changes or to reject those wishes. In more complicated project there can be 

a lot of changes and many review meetings with customer. Figure 15 shows the process 

workflow from contract review to submittal package is sent. 
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Figure 16.  Submittal package process. 

 

After submittal package comes back with accepted and work may proceed to the next 

step, or they can also be comments and requirements to add something. Changes are 

considered and agreed, and documents are updated, and a Certified package are sent to 

customer.  After certified package is sent there is design freeze until further notice. The 

manufacturing starts normally when design freeze stage is gained, and certification 

package drawings are sent to manufacturing. Figure 16 shows the workflow from 

receiving back submittal package comments to design freeze. 
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Figure 17.  Certified package and design freeze process. 

3.3.1 Manufacturing process 

Manufacturing new units to customers are done always on the same way and with same 

working processes. Manufacturing is done in certain order and there are clear steps what 

to do first and what steps comes after. Manufacturing processes and their tasks are 

described in SOP: s. This way the tasks and what needs to be done can be standardized 

inside the company. This helps the everyone in the whole chain because employees know 

what the tasks are, and they also know what is expected from them. Also, the company 

knows what needs to be done and projects time scheduling is much easier.  

3.3.2 Manufacturing areas 

Manufacturing of a typical sterilizer starts with welding of the pressure vessel. Depending 

on the size the welding of the pressure vessel takes 4-8 weeks. After pressure vessel is 

ready the vessel doors are installed.  A pressure vessel can have one door or two doors 

depending on if it is a single door unit or a double door unit. Last step of pressure vessel 

manufacturing is isolation. Pressure vessel is isolated with wool to minimize heat 

dissipation. 
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Figure 18.  Pressure vessel manufacturing in manufacturing chain 

 

After pressure vessel is ready it is mounted on an empty unit frame. Frames are 

manufactured at subcontractor according to engineering departments design. Now in the 

ready frame where chamber installed, starts the piping process. All necessary piping is 

installed in the unit according to process engineers process and instrumentation drawing 

(PID) design. All big piping components are installed first for example pump. All pipes 

are manufactured in house. Piping time depending on the unit size and complexity takes 

from 4-6 weeks. Piping needs to be done correctly for the sterilization process to work. It 

is crucial that all pipes manufactured properly and fastened properly and tightened. 

Otherwise, there can be leaks and the process is not working correctly in FAT-hall when 

testing starts. The piping varies much from unit to unit. It depends on the process type, 

what options customer has bought and size of the unit. Customer might also have special 

requirement to the piping such as material requirement or all pipes need to be insulated. 

This is just few examples but for example insulated piping have a big impact on piping 

time because insulating pipes is time consuming. 
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Figure 19.  Piping process in manufacturing chain 

 

After sterilizer has all the piping ready starts the fascia paneling. In fascia paneling the 

sterilizer gets panels around it made typically from AISI 304 material. After fascia 

paneling the unit starts look much more ready. The fascia paneling is designed by projects 

team mechanical engineer. Fascia paneling usually takes 1-2 weeks depending on the 

sterilizer size. Also, in fascia paneling there are a lot of variety. It depends on the unit 

size; some process variations also impact. Customer can also have material requirements, 

for example some customer wants 316L SS material or some customer wants removable 

fascia panels without tools. Then engineering needs to design removable fascia panels 

without using any tools. 
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Figure 20.  Fascia paneling in manufacturing chain 

 

After fascia paneling starts the electrical work on the sterilizer. Projects electrical 

engineer has made the drawings and sent them to sub-contractor earlier. Sub-contractor 

builds every unit’s electrical cabinet. Ready electrical cabinets arrive from sub-contractor 

to STERIS Finn-Aqua two weeks before electrical works starts. Electrical cabinets are 

mechanically installed to unit frame by the fascia paneling group. Electricians installs all 

cables and connects electrical cabinets with field components such as motors and valves 

etc. This step usually takes 1-3 weeks depending on the size of the sterilizer and the 

complexity. Like in earlier manufacturing steps electrical work varies a lot from unit to 

unit. It depends what options customer has bought, the size of the unit. More and more 

customers have demands on electrical works such as cable type for example halogen free 

cables. Many customers also want to have certain wire colors inside electrical cabinets. 

In electrical works stage there are four SOP: s written that should be followed on the shop 

floor. 
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In the electrical works stage applies company’s SOP T-60547 Conductor and cable 

marking in electrical installations. Company has a standard way to mark and label each 

cable. The SOP is very clear what to mark and where to place the label on the cable. Also, 

what information should be visible on the cable are explained in SOP. After electrical 

works are done, there are electrical safety measurements done also on each fabricated 

unit. The electric safety measurement is requirement that comes from electric standard. 

Via measurements and result can be ensured that device is safe to use, and no electric 

shock hazard are possible. For the electric safety measurements there are three different 

SOP:s. The SOP:s are T-6035- 01 Earth continuity. SOP:s T-6035- 01 Earth continuity 

and T-6036- 01 insulation resistance measurement tells in detail how to use the 

measurement device to perform these measurements and also how to interpret the results. 

These SOP:s also tells the employee how to make the measurement plant which is 

mandatory to have when performing measurements. 

 

Figure 21.  Electrical works in manufacturing chain 
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After electrical work is done, the sterilizer is finished from assembly. Now, the sterilizer 

is moved to FAT hall where all utilities are connected to the sterilizer, and it will be 

powered up.  Utilities that are required and checked from the drawings and where to 

connect them are also shown in drawings. When the unit has powered up and the local 

programmable logic controller (PLC) is activated the projects software engineer 

downloads the software to the sterilizers central processing unit.  The whole 

manufacturing chain must be in synchronize so that unit works as they should in testing.  

The software engineer needs to follow the SOP E-4039 05 Software development 

guidelines. The SOP tells the software developer that what guidelines should be followed 

when programming. The SOP is based on the good automated manufacturing practice 

(GAMP) 5 industrial guideline. Again, the software also can vary a lot depending on the 

options, process, special requirements. There is often also special requirement only on 

the software and the communication between the software and customer side. When 

software engineer is done with downloading the program to the unit the internal FAT will 

start and the sterilizer is tested.  

The test procedures go through a certain process and order to fulfill the internal FAT 

procedures. Firstly, all circuit breakers are set to OFF position before powering up the 

unit. This is safety precaution, because testing has no idea if everything is okay int the 

piping and electrical circuits. After powering on, step by step circuit breakers are switched 

to ON position and after each switch it is checked that corresponding circuit is powered 

up according to electrical drawings. Finally, when all circuit breakers are switched ON 

the unit is fully powered up. 

After all circuits are on, the I/O tests starts. Test operator checks that every output is 

working. This is done by clicking on an output from the human-machine interface (HMI) 

screen on the unit and verifies that correct valve or motor is activated, and it corresponds 

to PID and electrical drawings. For the input devices for example limit switches test 

operator manually operates the device to see if a signal comes from the device to the PLC, 

input should be active on the HMI screen from the corresponding device. 

When IO tests are completed and verified that everything works as per drawings, starts 

calibration stage. In calibration stage units every temperature probe is calibrated. 

Calibration needs to be done so that the process works as it should and in correct 
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temperatures. Process running in wrong temperatures would be harmful for the 

sterilization load inside the unit. 

When input and output (I/O) tests are completed and calibration are done, it is time for 

the first test run of the unit. The first test run is the leak rate test. Leak test rate is a test 

cycle which is completed with empty chamber. This is to verify there is no leaks 

anywhere. The test is either passed or not passed.  

Every unit build is tested in internal FAT. In the testing procedures can also be a lot of 

variations. Of course, what kind of process the unit has and what options customer has 

bought impacts the testing. Customer can also have own tests they want to have included 

or customer has made own acceptance criteria for some tests. Many customers also come 

to STERIS Finn-Aqua for the customer FAT. The customer FAT gives the customer the 

possibility to test run the unit and make their own tests and verify that unit passes the 

tests. In customer. The FAT is very valuable experience for the customer. They can test 

the unit and ask questions from company’s test operators and others who have been 

involved building the unit. 
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Figure 22.  Factory Acceptance Test in manufacturing chain 

3.3.3 Challenges in manufacturing 

The projects vary a lot, and all units are customized. However, the work and the 

procedures how the work is done and in what order stays the same. Manufacturing knows 

their roles in each manufacturing steps and all employees knows their tasks. Employees 

also know what are expected from them. There are however some challenges in 

manufacturing with new products. Below are the key findings from the qualitative 

interview process. 

Whew products are launched internally. Company’s NPD states that in post-launch stage 

product is transferred to engineering and manufacturing implements their manufacturing 

plan they made in development phase. This is not done properly. New products come to 

manufacturing in form of a customer project and often with a tight schedule. According 

to 86,6% percentage (13 of 15 respondents) of people interviewed tells that the internal 

launch is not done properly, and the products transfers to manufacturing through first 

customer delivery. No systematic product transfer is present. No manufacturing plans are 

made either at this point 
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Manufacturing assembles the unit according to engineering departments drawing.  

According to the NPD model of the company product transfer is done in pre-launch stage 

and document deliverables are also made in pre-launch stage. According to 73,3% (11 of 

15) of the interviewers says that the drawings and documents are not finalized after 

prototype testing and no systematic process of document deliverables from R&D to 

engineering.  When engineering starts in customer projects a lot of time is spent on the 

drawings because of the lack of the knowledge. When the manufacturing stage starts with 

customer deliveries, a lot of time is spent on investigating the documents and drawings 

and then need to ask from different people to get answers how to make the assembly. 

Notable is also that engineering does not have the knowledge of the design when they 

made the drawings for the customer project. The correct location to ask question would 

be the engineering department who has made the drawings to the customer project from 

the R&D departments documentation. 86,6% (13 of 15) of the respondents says that the 

knowledge from the new product is not properly transferred and not in a controlled way 

transferred from R&D to engineering.  

86,6% (13 of 15) of the interviewers says that they have not got any training for the new 

product. No specific training for engineering, manufacturing, or testing employees. This 

combinated with bad knowledge transfer is bad. The company’s NPD model and SOP 

does not recognize training as a task for the new products when they are transferred. This 

leads to manufacturing asking from several people to gather answers because they do not 

get the answer from engineering because the engineering does not have the knowledge 

about the design principles. This is because of the uncontrolled knowledge transfer and 

the lack of training and unfinalized documents. This is also why many first customer 

delivery’s will be delayed. The issues do not stop in manufacturing. The same is issue 

appears also in the testing area. When documents are not finalized, and no training given; 

FAT-employees does not know what to test on the new unit. What all tests needs to be 

done and what are the passing criterias? How do test operators know if tests have passed?  

Every project has its own FAT-protocol that tells what needs to be tested and what are 

the testing criterias. But again, due to the lack of training and documents and drawings 

are not finalized and have errors; the FAT-protocol cannot either be finalized and there 

are also tests missing and wrong information. As we can see that lack of training and 

uncontrolled product transfer leads to many issues in the manufacturing chain. 
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During testing phase many times process is not working or assemblies or done in wrong 

way. It is expensive and time consuming to repair these in the FAT when the unit is 

already built. Employees needs to dismantle parts, maybe do new pipes, and install back 

again. Almost 80% (12 of 15) of the respondents has the opinion that manufacturing is 

not able to affect the new product in design phase. Not only affect but there is also no 

communication and no consulting with manufacturing about the solutions and can the 

designed assemblies be made in house or should they be outsourced.  This also seen from 

the interview data because 93,3% (14 of 15) tells that manufacturing struggles with the 

new products assembly. This simply means that there is not enough knowledge or up-to 

date knowledge in R&D department what can be made on the shop floor and what needs 

to be outsourced. If for example company invests in new tooling and equipment in 

manufacturing, R&D department might not know about it because of the lack of 

communication and when manufacturing representants are not involved in design review 

process. It is important for product development team to understand the manufacturing 

requirements and what can be done inhouse and to what tolerance? Prototype built cannot 

have smaller tolerances then the customer projects later. 

One key element in product development which was identified in chapter 2 is to identify 

the requirements. The internal stakeholders’ requirements for product development. 

Product development needs to consider the requirements of internal stakeholders in 

design stage. Before they can be considered requirement needs to be identified. According 

to 93,3% (14 of 15) of the respondents says that internal stakeholder’s requirement is not 

considered at all. Many changes to the new products are made after the product has been 

transferred internally to engineering and first customer projects are made. Many 

assemblies are redesigned because they are too complex to assemble in manufacturing or 

time consuming or chance of error is too big. One point to remember is that it is one thing 

to build a prototype. One unit is always possible to put together one way or another. The 

challenge is to have a good design so that manufacturing can manufacture instead of one 

unit 100 units. Therefore, it is also important to identify and know the external 

stakeholder’s requirements. If product development is designing new product, its s 

important to know what the volume is going to be for the new product. The volume affects 

the design. 33,3% (5 of 15) stated that external stakeholder’s requirement is considered. 

46,6% (7 of 15) could not say their opinion. According to participatory observations the 

external stakeholder’s requirements are well considered and known. More struggle is with 

the internal requirement. There is room for improving. 
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3.3.4 Manufacturing requirements for product development 

Company’s manufacturing is made in several step. These steps are done in a certain order 

and with all steps together the unit is ready. Company has standardized operating 

procedures to help the company and the employees in the daily tasks. However, no 

documentation could be found about the internal stakeholder’s requirement. During 

interview process and my own experience there is a lot of implicit knowledge among 

employees. There should also be a formal document where internal stakeholder 

requirement is in simplest way listed. This would help the product development team to 

consider the requirement in the design stage already. The implicit knowledge stays 

implicit and therefore requirements are not identified in product development. 

The manufacturing is done in different stages and together with all stages the unit 

becomes ready for shipment to customer. Every stage in manufacturing for example, 

piping, electrical works, testing etc. has requirement. All these requirements should be 

documented, and these should be reviewed in product development phase together with 

product development and manufacturing people. This same applies also for company’s 

engineering department. In engineering there are several engineering teams such as 

mechanical, process, electrical and software engineering teams. These teams also have 

requirement that should be documented and then reviewed together with R&D 

department to get a consents and agreement how to proceed.  

During interview process from different departments. Specially engineering has also a lot 

of implicit knowledge and therefore engineering requirement cannot be considered 

because there are not identified. 

3.4 Empirical synthesis 

Corporation level NPD model is well described with all stages and gates with their 

activities and clear roles and responsibilities. STERIS Finn-Aqua have made a localized 

model based on corporate level NPD in 2016. However, the integration of the NPD model 

is not finished, and the results is seen today as a gap between manufacturing and R&D 

departments process gaps. NPD process should be widely known inside the organization 

and management team should be committed to it. The localized NPD model is not a 

formal document with signatures. The document is on a excel sheet. The NPD model is 

only written at topic level, no activities are written. As in the literature review chapter 
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described that company’s product development is a s good as the NPD model is. Current 

R&D department was shut down in 2018 and after that development was organized under 

engineering. Systematic development projects have not been made since R&D 

department was laid down. Also newly developed products in launch phase were not 

launch internally as they should because R&D department was shut down. Engineering 

focuses on customer projects and support manufacturing and FAT. Engineering has no 

time left to do developing projects systematically. No systematic developing is made  

When R&D was still operational new products did not transfer from R&D to 

manufacturing in efficient way. According to qualitative interview process manufacturing 

struggles with new products because of the lack of training. Manufacturing requirements 

are not either considered in design stage in R&D. According to interview process the 

general opinion is that manufacturing is not able to affect the design in design stage. It is 

critical according to literature review to consider internal stakeholders’ requirement to 

have efficient ramp-up of a new product. DFM is not used either and many changes to 

design are made in first deliveries in FAT because the new product is not working as it 

should be. Interview results also shows that drawings are not finalized and engineering 

struggles with the design. Participatory observation also backs up this. Engineering face 

also issues when giving support to manufacturing or FAT personnel because the design 

rules behind the design is unknown. Engineering does not know what documentation are 

available for new products and where they are. Figure 23 shows the general interview 

data of all questions. 

The lack of training is an issue also in the company. According to interview process and 

participatory observation there is no systematic training to new products. No targeted 

training for engineering, FAT, or manufacturing employees. Because of the lack of 

training employees have not the confident needed when working with new products. 

Manufacturing chain itself works well and manufacturing people know what their jobs 

are. SOP:s  is used to standardize the operation processes. Engineering knows their 

processes and the workflow is clear both in engineering and manufacturing. Engineering 

designs and makes the drawings, and they are sent to customers for approval. First in 

submittal stage and possible comments are considered in the next certified drawings 

package. When certified drawings package is sent the design freeze starts. After design 

freeze manufacturing starts. 
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Table 2. Interview data with gerenral answers from interviewers 

 

How long have you been in

 the company? 22 years

What can you tell about internal

product launch?

73,7 % or 11/15 respondents have the 

opinioin that

 the internal launch is not working or 

it is missing. 

Have you got training to new products

in the past internal products launch?If so, 

briefly describe the training

86,6% or 13/15 respondents says 

there is no

training to new products

Are you able to perform your work task on the 

new product?

In other words, do you know what you are 

doing and why?

33,3% or 5/15 respondents says they 

can perform ther work

 task on the new products

Can you perform your work tasks as usual, 

or do you have to change your working 

method/tools for the new product?

46,6% or 7/15 respondentssays they 

do not need to change

 ow they perform their work

If no, are new methods/tools

 introduced to you proactively?

80% or 12/15 respondents say sthat 

new methods are not proactively

 introduced

Overall, how well do you know

 the new product?

66,7& or 10/15 respondents says they 

now the new product

 somehow

Are you satisfied with current state of 

internal product launches?

93,3% or 14/15 respondents says they 

ar enot satisfied

 with current state

If you could change something, what

would it be?

80% or 12/15 respondents says that 

manufacturing and

 engineering should be more 

involved and get more training to 

new units

Are the need and requirements from external

stakeholders known and considered during 

product development? How?

46,7% says yes requirements are

 taken into account. The rest could 

not say their opinion

Are the need and requirements from internal 

stakeholders

 known and considered during product 

development? How?
93,3% or 14/15 respondents says they

 are not considered

Does company have an NPD-process

to follow?

66,7% or 10/15 respondents says they 

now that company has

 NPD process

If NPD-process exists, are you familiar

with the process?

40% or 11/15 respondents says they 

are not familiar

 with the process

How do you see the meaning of

new products for the company?

100% or 15 /15 

respondentsunderstands the 

importance of R&D and new products

Describe briefly how manufacturing works?

Process steps.

100% or 15/15 respondentsof all have 

an understanding how manufacturing 

works and what needs to be done

How does the new product transfer from

product development to manufacturing?

66,7% or 10/15 respondents says 

there is no transfer. First

 customer project comes and the 

work starts

Can the manufacturing affect the new

product design in design stage?

80% or 10/15 respondents says no 

they

 cant

Can manufacturing build new products

without issues? If no, what are the issues?

93,3% or 14/15 respondents says no 

they cant build without

 issues

Describe how the new product

gets transferred to engineering?

86,6% or 13/15 respondents says 

there is no transfer. First

 customer projects comes and work 

start

Does engineering know where the documents

 are stored and how to find them?

73,3% or 11/15 respondents say they 

do not know where to

 find te materiail.

Do engineers face any issues with

new products?

93,3% or 14/15 respondents says 

there are issues that

engineering faces with new products

Can engineering work with new product

without any issues?

100% or 15/15 respondents says 

engineers cannot work

 with  new products without issues

In your opinion, what are the critical factors

in new products manufacturability?

66,6% or 10/15 respondents says that 

the general

 manufacturability. Manufacturing 

involvment earlier and more details 

in drawings and supporting 

documents
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NEW R&D WITH NEW PROCESSES 

Aim is to get new R&D department in STERIS Finn-Aqua. NPD process to be updated 

on a formal document with all necessary details and actions. STERIS Finn-Aqua to create 

MCC process and align it with NPD. R&D department to have collaboration with MCC 

group. Manufacturing to give requirements and needs to the NPD-process. In 

development stage of a new product MCC-process “challenges” the design and delivers 

the knowledge and technology to manufacturing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23.  Proposed model with manufacturing capability creation and DFM. 
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Based on my findings I suggest the following next steps for the company: 

1. Forming a R&D department is essential, and the new R&D team needs company’s 

management’s commitment to NPD and product development. NPD project is not 

only R&D departments project. Commitment needed from other departments. 

2. Identify manufacturing requirements. When requirements are known DFM can be 

applied. What kind of assemblies and sub-assemblies can be made on shop floor 

and what should be outsourced with time and cost in consideration? What kind of 

solution and documentation is needed for manufacturing people with new 

products? 

3. Improve the NPD-process. Define stages more clearly and identify the related 

tasks and actions. Also define the necessary team and roles and their tasks and 

responsibilities.  

4. Manufacturing capability creation process to be created and synchronized along 

with the NPD process. NPD team and manufacturing team to oversee and agree 

the manufacturing capability creation stages, gates, and tasks together. Figure 23 

shows the proposed model. NPD process in green and manufacturing capability 

creation in blue aligned with NPD. Manufacturing itself in grey. Manufacturing 

capability creation process is formed by manufacturing employees. 

5. Update SOP E-4005-7 Quality Plan for New Product Development. Standard 

operating procedure should be up to date to correspond the current state. 

Many studies and literature based on DFx tools and NPD; product development was 

found. Earlier studies and literature describe also how and what is a good NPD for a 

company and how the knowledge from R&D department should be transferred to 

manufacturing. 

The literature part tells us few key points to succeed with NPD. According to studies the 

NPD-process should be clear, and the roles should be defined clearly. The tasks for the 

roles should also be clearly defined. It is not enough to have clear NPD-process with clear 

roles and tasks. The company’s management commitment is needed to succeed with the 

NPD process. Without management commitment, the NPD process has failed before it 

started.  In case company the NPD process is not well written. The tasks and roles are not 

clearly defined and according to qualitative studies in case company the NPD process is 
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not known and int lacks company’s management commitment. With a clear detailed NPD 

model and details about what sub tasks needs to be done in each stage and what team is 

responsible together with management’s commitment is a very good starting point. NPD 

process should be known across the company. It is much easier to train the new NPD 

process to employees if it is written in detail about all sub tasks and responsibilities, also 

together with the management commitments it is easier to get others onboard also. 

According to studies by using DFM company can reduce the cost and time for 

manufacturing process for a product. By using DFM company also makes the product 

easier to manufacture. If design changes are necessary, they should be done in early stages 

of product development because the cost of changes are smaller than in the end. Literature 

shows that DFM should be applied in early design stages in product development. In case 

company the DFM is not used. The goal has been to get the prototype ready and get the 

prototype tested and passing all the tests.  According to the case company analysis the 

DFM is not identified as part of the case company’s NPD process. In addition, internal 

stakeholders’ requirement has not been considered in product development. This is 

proven by the fact that the products stay longer in FAT testing the older products. The 

delay is because the test does not pass on the first try and there a more corrections. Also 

new products are re-engineered and modified in late FAT process which is expensive. 

According to observations and experience many same size units in customer deliveries 

versus prototype with same process parameters will not pass in FAT. This is an interesting 

fact because same unit with same size and same process parameters should have same 

behavior. The possible reason are the acceptance tolerances? Are they the same as in the 

prototype? Other possible reason is that the customer project is not manufactured in the 

same way as the prototype. This later one is more likely to be the reason, because 

according to the qualitative interview process no training is gained from R&D and 

documents and drawings are not finalized. The fact that DFM is not considered in the 

product development also back up this. 

The NPD is not only to innovate and develop new products. According to literature the 

knowledge transfer from product development to manufacturing belongs to NPD. Also, 

systematic training so that others than R&D can manufacture the new product. According 

to studies capability creation is a separate process that should start in early stage of NPD. 

Through manufacturing capability creation process company can ensure that 

manufacturing have the capability of manufacturing the new product. Alongside NPD 
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project a manufacturing capability creation should start where people from manufacturing 

and NPD group plans and performs manufacturing capability creation tasks. When new 

product is finished in R&D department in case company, there is no systematic training 

to the new unit. Documentation is not finished. Engineers does not know the design 

backgrounds and have hard time to support manufacturing and FAT in case of troubles. 

No manufacturing capability creation process is identified in company’s NPD process. 
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4 DISCUSSION 

The topic of this master thesis is a relevant problem in case company. Many new products 

launches have stumbled in the internal product launch stage. R&D department have done 

great job in inventing new products for the market. The internal processes and the lack of 

management’s commitment to develop and push the internal improvement have not been 

done. Company has not been there where it should be with new products and a lot of time 

has been lost in the first customer projects. 

The proposed nest step is based on the study findings and the linkage to the literature 

review chapter. The company’s management commitment is very important. If 

management commitment to NPD is not gained, then the NPD have failed already. With 

commitment it is easier to get all the employees also committed to the NPD. Good thought 

to remind; NPD project is the whole company’s project, not only R&D departments 

project. 

After management’s commitment is gained the real work can starts. One important key 

is to identify what are those requirement internal stakeholders have e.g., manufacturing. 

What can be done on shop floor and to what tolerance? What should be outsourced with 

time and cost in consideration. These requirements must be known. When these are 

known DFM can be utilized in NPD project. 

After management commitment gained and internal stakeholder’s requirement are known 

we are on a good path. The third thing is to update the current NPD process. The NPD 

process should be more detailed written about the stages; what tasks includes in stages. 

This ensures that NPD process is better understood, and employees knows what needs to 

be done. Also, more valuable to hold trainings of the new NPD when the process is written 

in detail. A working NPD is essential so that sub processes can be added to it. 

With updated and describing NPD process it is easier to make actual modifications to it. 

As fourth step in my suggestions is to add a manufacturing capability creation sub 

process. The intention is to have this sub process ongoing from early stages in parallel 

with NPD process. In manufacturing capability creation process, there are people from 

NPD project team and manufacturing teams involved. The idea is to set up the necessary 

stages and tasks and requirements together first. After that work on those tasks and go 

forward with the process. The whole idea is to plan the manufacturing processes so that 
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manufacturing is ready for the new product but also to transfer the knowledge from 

product development to manufacturing. MCC process also helps NPD with the 

manufacturing requirements and DFM. 

The SOP needs also be updated so that it corresponds to the newest changes that have 

been made.  One thing is to remember also to monitor and make continuous improvement 

all the time. 

 

4.1 Contribution of the research 

This thesis research study focused on studying NPD process in general and how to have 

efficient NPD model in theoretical level. This includes the manufacturing capability 

creation process for the knowledge transfer from NPD to manufacturing. Thesis also 

studied how to combine design for manufacturing and manufacturing capability creation 

and how to use these together to get more efficient NPD process. Three research questions 

were presented in the beginning and RQ1 was answered by studying the theory behind 

NPD models and what should be included on theoretical level. Many NPD literature 

studies are available, and this was narrowed down to the generally used stage-gate model 

by Ulrich & Eppinger (2016). A general NPD model that many companies has made their 

own versions to better serve the company’s needs. 

Thesis research study in addition to NPD focused on studying design for manufacturing 

phenomena and manufacturing capability creation and the combination of these to get 

improved knowledge transfer through more efficient NPD model. Design for 

manufacturing is a part of Design for X however study is narrowed down to design for 

manufacturing because the scope of this thesis is to improve the manufacturing. 

Manufacturing capability creation is a common process to get the knowledge transfer 

from R&D department to manufacturing.  

The empirical part of this thesis concentrates to map the current state in case company. 

Through current state analysis and comparison to literature review RQ2 is answered. With 

the help of literature part and empirical part of this thesis RQ3 is answered, and next step 

suggestion are formed to help the case company to get improvements to the processes. 
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Importance of a good NPD model is presented in literature review and in empirical study 

parts results are compared to this. From the comparison the improvement ideas are 

derived. 

4.2 Evaluation 

The availability of good literature helped to form a good and strong theoretical 

background of what NPD process should include. Design for manufacturing concept also 

is widely known and many literatures available of current area. However, capability 

creation in general much less literature available, mainly scientific articles available made 

the literature part of this area harder.  

The empirical part of this study with qualitative interview contained 25 questions. 

Together with that and 15 persons interviewed contained together 375 answers with data 

to analyze. This amount of data is huge to analyze and should have been narrowed down 

a bit. Also, to find a suitable time to interview all 15 persons is time consuming and to 

analyze all data takes a long time. At the same time to interview many people from 

different positions and departments gives a good picture of current state from different 

points of view which is valuable. 

Thesis aim to find solutions for getting new products to manufacturing. Aim is completed 

however engineering is left out of this thesis. Engineering is important link also because 

the drawings come from engineering to manufacturing. Engineering’s and R&D 

processes needs to be studied in a separate thesis. This same applied to purchasing and 

warehouse. All these needs to be working so that whole manufacturing chain works. This 

is however good start in improving company’s processes.  
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4.3 Further development needs 

This study concentrated on manufacturing and how to improve the manufacturing and the 

knowledge transfer from product development to manufacturing. A further study is 

recommended to improve engineering side and how the new technology can be 

transferred to engineering more efficiently. 

Purchasing department struggles with new part and where to find them and does not have 

enough information to buy parts. Parts does many times also change and the purchasing 

department does not have this information and wrong parts are coming in. A further study 

is recommended concentrating on the purchasing side of new product development. 

In empirical parts was identified that manufacturing is struggling with finding all the parts 

when they start manufacturing a product. Parts are not there they should be when 

manufacturing starts. A further development need is to improve the internal logistics in 

case company. To oversee the processes how parts are coming in and how they are stored 

in warehouse and how they transfer to the correct manufacturing place. 

In case company there are many time schedules to follow. Engineers follows project 

schedules, manufacturing follows manufacturing schedules. Several systems are used to 

manage time schedules. A further development need is to minimize the different time 

schedules and try to find out a solution how to effectively manage time schedules with all 

stakeholders. 
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Appendix 1. Interview questions 

 

Backround: 

1. Name of the interviewee? 

2. Interviewee’s role(s) in the company? 

3. How long have you been in the company? 

Internal product launch: 

4. What can you tell about internal product launch? 

5. Have you got training to new products in the past internal products 

launch? If so, briefly describe the training 

6. Are you able to perform your work task on the new product? In other 

words, do you know what you are doing and why? 

7. Can you perform your work tasks as usual, or do you have to change 

your working method/tools for the new product? 

8. If no, are new methods/tools introduced to you proactively? 

9. Overall, how well do you know the new product? 

10. Are you satisfied with current state of internal product launches? 

11. If you could change something, what would it be? 

 

 

 



 

 

NPD 

12. Are the need and requirements from external stakeholders known and 

considered during product development? How? 

13. Are the need and requirements from internal stakeholders known and 

considered during product development? How? 

14. Does company have an NPD-process to follow? 

15. If NPD-process exists, are you familiar with the process? 

16. How do you see the meaning of new products for the company? 

Manufacturing: 

17. Describe briefly how manufacturing works? Process steps. 

18. How does the new product transfer from product development to 

manufacturing? 

19. Can the manufacturing affect the new product design in design stage? 

20. Can manufacturing build new products without issues? If no, what are 

the issues? 

Engineering: 

21. Describe how the new product gets transferred to engineering? 

22. Does engineering know where the documents are stored and how to 

find them? 

23. Do engineers face any issues with new products? 

 



 

 

24. Can engineering work with new product without any issues? 

25. In your opinion, what are the critical factors in new products 

manufacturability? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


